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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this thesis is to carry out a phonemic 
analysis of a specific Berber dialect so as to be able 
to commit spoken material from this dialect to written 
form. The main aim therefore was to lay the foun­
dations for a practical orthography for synchronic pur­
poses. The dialect chosen for study is that of the 
investigator, namely of the village of Ajdir in the 
ig^zannayan tribal area of North Eastern Morocco. In 
addition to the main body of lexical items based on the 
investigator's own experience as a native speaker, a 
quantity of taped material was also collected in the 
field and subjected to phonemic analysis in terms of 
the investigator's own idiolect. A description of the 
system was then carried out on the basis of minimal pai 
All lexical items used for the description of the sound 
and for the establishment of minimal oppositions were 
tape-recorded and are reproduced on a cassette which 
accompanies the thesis.
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The purpose of the present thesis is to devise a prac­
tical orthographic system for a specific dialect of 
Berber spoken in the Rif area of Morocco. While various 
systems of analysis have been devised, for instance the 
prosodic analysis of the Firthian School in Britain or 
the generative phonology currently fashionable in America, 
only a segmental analysis of the type described by 
Trubetzkoy and his successors is really capable of pro­
ducing a practical orthography for committing to written 
form a previously unwritten language. Of course such a 
practical system may be to a lesser or greater extent 
morphophonemic, and the decision as to exactly where to 
draw the line between phonemics and morphophonemics is 
likely to be a practical one based on the actual experience 
of committing the language in question to writing.
However, whatever the number of morphophonemic represen­
tations are finally adopted, any such system must in the 
first instance depend upon a traditional phonemic analysis. 
I have used as models in my approach two works in parti­
cular; the first is by A. Martinet (La Description phono- 
logique, avec application au parler franco-provengal 
d 'Hauteville, Savoie, Paris, Minard, 1956), the second is 
by A. Cohen (The Phonemes of Engl i s h , The Hague, Martinus 
Nijhoff, 1952). Of course I have not been able to solve
8all the problems of the phonology of the dialect 
being studied. Three areas in particular are not 
treated here, areas so interdependent of each other 
that they cannot be resolved in isolation. These are: 
the syllabic structure of the word, the questions of 
clusters and neutralization and the problem of schwa 
insertion. However, although these are all important 
problems of the phonology of any Berber dialect, they 
are not vital for the question of devising a practical 
orthography. The main problems regarding syllable 
structure concern syllable centres where these are n o n ­
vocalic (syllabic fricatives, etc.) and the exact lo­
cation of syllable boundaries. This latter problem is 
closely interconnected with the question of clusters and 
neutralization. Finally, schwa insertion is again an 
important problem to be solved, and the rules governing 
it must be the subject of continued research. However, 
the important point is that I have not been able to find 
a single minimal pair based solely on the presence or 
absence of a schwa and it is therefore to be assumed that 
schwa is not a phoneme and should not therefore be 
written in a practical orthography of the language.
The dialect I have studied in the present thesis 
is that of the village of Ajdir. Ajdir is situated in 
the tribal area of ig^zannayan (Ar. gzennaya), at a 
distance of approximately 100 kilometres to the north­
east of the provincial capital of Taza. The inhabitants
9of Ajdir belong to the iharasan clan, which is a part 
of the tribe of ig^zannayan. Furthermore, even in a 
community as small as Ajdir (approximately 3,000 inhabi­
tants) there is unlikely to be complete homogeneity 
between the phonemic systems of the various inhabitants.
I have therefore used my own idiolect as the basis for 
my analysis. It would naturally be interesting to com­
pare this with the systems employed by other sections of 
the community and other age groups (born in 1952, I am 
28 years o l d ) . The differences however are likely to 
be small, and above all systematic, and therefore do not 
concern us in the devising of a practical orthography.
The method I have used in my analysis is as follows: 
during the summers of 1978 and 1979 I spent two periods 
in the area of Ajdir making tape recordings of my friends 
and relatives telling and explaining folktales and other 
genres of oral literature, the local dialects, etc. I 
have to a large extent transcribed the content of these 
tapes in my own phonemic system, and from them I have 
extracted the lexical items which, supplemented by my own 
experience as a native speaker of the dialect in question, 
have formed the basis of the present analysis. These 
items were transferred to two card indexes, one of minimal 
pairs and one of patterns.
Naturally the ideal would have been to have found 
minimal pairs contrasting each consonant or vowel segment 
with all the other segments of the system for every
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environment. This ideal situation has not in fact been 
realized. I have however been able to find minimal 
pairs for most segments for any particular point or 
manner of articulation where a single feature opposition 
(voiced - voiceless, plosive - fricative, emphatic - 
non-emphatic, labialized - nonlabialized and palatalized
- nonpalatalized) is involved. The opposition geminate
- nongeminate appears originally to have been a morpho­
logical one. However, it is now so closely interrelated 
with the phonemic system that I have also dealt with it 





As we shall show, in our analysis the phonemic system of 
the idiolect which is the subject of the present study 
comprises 48 phonemes. Although we have not made a 
study of these in terms of manner of articulation or of 
acoustic features, nor attempted to describe their allo- 
phonic variants, we have given a brief description of each 
to allow them to be identified.
The system comprises six vowels:
1. A close front vowel, which is represented in our
system by the symbol i. This sound is found in
such words as:
izan : ’ flies ',
9azi ri : ’moonlight’,
ari : 'alf a ’;
A mid front vowel which we represent by means of 
the sign e. This segment exists in such words as 
'embers’,
  'dreams’,




3. A, i/iorb ape-oi vowel, represented by the sign a.
We find this vowel in, for instance, the following 
w o r d s :
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ayi : 'buttermilk*,
mani : 'w h e r e ';
fa : 'to y a w n ' ;
4. A: tor\g o p e n - v o w e l , represented by the sign a,
which occurs in such words as:
an : 'flour',
9asyaQ : ’share',
$a : rl e g ';
5. A mid back vowel, represented by the symbol o,
which is found in such words as:
o9an : 'orchard',
toha : 'man's nickname',
aqsfo : 'p e e l ';
6. A close back vowel, represented by the sign u.
This sound is found in, for example, the following
w o r d s :
uma : 'my brother',
arumi : 'a Christian, a European',
furu : 'string'.
Besides the vowels, there are two semi-vowels:
7. A front semi-vowel, represented by y. We find 
this segment non-geminate in, for instance:
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yiss : 'h o r s e ',
8aya : 'that's all',
niy : 'to mount a horse',
and geminate in:
9ayya : 'black woman servant; female slave', 
zziyy : 'to milk a cow, a goat, etc...', etc.
Non-geminate y occurs in all positions but, whereas 
geminate yy is found in intervocalic and syllable- 
final positions, we have not been able to find any 
example with yy in initial position.
A back semi-vowel, represented by the sign w. It 





'w h e n ',
'perhaps',
1 a nationalist',
'a person who stutters in his speech';aqawqaw 
and geminate in:
awwam : 'alfa grass'.
Non-geminate w exists in all positions, whereas 
geminate ww seems to occur in intervocalic position 
only.
In addition to these vowels and semi-vowels, we have 
identified 42 consonants in the system of Ajdir:
9. A voiceless bilabial plosive, represented by the




spa9ina : ' tennis shoes',
pa§po : 'passport';
and geminate in, for example:
$appa : 'hoe',
pappa : 'bread Cnursery language)', 
puppuh : 'man's nickname*.
Non-geminate £  and geminate ££ occur initially
and intervocalically but I have not found any 
example of their occurrence in final position.
The sound £  is also found in nicknames and 
animal calls as in:
punto : 'man's nickname1,
prr : 'a call used to attract the attention
of cows and calves before serving 
them grass or hay*.
10. A voiced bilabial plosive, represented by means of 
the symbol b. This segment exists non-geminate
in such words a s :
baba : ’(my) father1,
abaqziz' : 'cockroach',
r^sbab : 'reason; justification';
and geminate in:
bbec : ' to p u t ' ,
qubbu : 'bucket',
kabb : 'to p o u r '.
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11. A labiodental fricative, represented by means of 
the symbol f. This sound of which there is no 
voiced counterpart in this system is found non­
geminate in, for instance, the following examples:
fafa : 'to look for',
faq : 'to wake up',
afunas : 'o x ', 
zzuf : 'c h e s t ';
and geminate in:
ffay : 'to go out',
kuffu : 'foam',
suff : 'to w e t '.
Non-geminate f and geminate ff occur initially, 
intervocalically and finally.
12. A non-emphatic voiceless dental plosive, repre­
sented by the symbol t. This segment exists 
non-geminate in such words as:
tari : 'she writes',
hatita : 'pancakes',
arbit : 'r o o m '; 
and geminate in:
tta : 'to b e g ',
astattu : 'the name of a clan in A j d i r ' .
We find non-geminate _t in all positions and 
geminate Jtt initially and intervocalically, but 





A non-emphatic voiced dental plosive which we 
represent by means of the sign d. This segment 







’a little worm found in water' drawn 
from wells and springs',




badd : 'stand'., stand up!, etc.'.
Non-geminate d and geminate dd occur in all 
positions.
A voiceless dental fricative, represented by the 
symbol 0. It is found non-geminate in such
words a s : 
0a
0arab
'this one Chalking about a female)',
  'to roof a house',
i9ri : ' s t a r ',
qa9 : ' there he i s '.
We find non-geminate 0_ in all positions.
Geminate 00 does not seem to occur at all in the
system of this dialect.
15. A non-emphatic voiced dental fricative, which we
-18
represent by means of the sign d_. This segment 
exists non-geminate in such words as:
3usid : ’she came',
3ara : 'spring (of water)',
a3an : 'intestines',
ea3 : 'y e t ';
and geminate in at least one word: 
a33an : 'brushwood'.
We find non-geminate 3^ in all positions. In 
the only example we have found of geminate 3_3_ , 
it is in intervocalic position.
16. An emphatic voiceless dental plosive which we
represent by means of the symbol t. This sound 
exists non-geminate in, for instance:
fuha : 'man's name',
a%a$ : ' a lo t ' ,
3 it : 'e y e ';
and geminate in:
•fctaf : 1 p i e c e ',
at^an : 'illness that affects the eyes',
satt : 'what is left over after eating or
sharing out something'. 
Non-geminate % and geminate ^t are found in
all positions.
17. An emphatic voiced dental plosive, represented by 





dar : 'to h u r t ',
: 'afternoon prayer';jdho
and geminate in, for instance:
d^aq : 'to refrain from talking to a person
because of a d i p e a n u t  »
We have not been able to find any example of either 
non-geminate d or geminate d<j in intervocalic 
and final positions.
An emphatic voiced dental fricative, represented 
by the symbol This segment occurs non-geminate
in such words as:
$o : 'to f l y ',
3a : 'l e g ',
arqafl i : 'judge',
3a$ : 'finger', etc.
While non-geminate jj. occurs in all positions, 
we have not been able to find any example of 
geminate 3 $•
A bilabial nasal which we represent in our system 
by means of the symbol m. It is found non­
geminate in such words as:
'b u t ',
'w h y ',
 'beard (diminutive form)',






mmar : 'to show; to advise; to supervise;
to teach',
9ammo9 : 'land; country',
zumm : 'to fast', etc.
Non-geminate m and geminate mm both occur in 
all positions.
20. An alveolar nasal, represented by means of the sign 
n. This segment is found non-geminate in, for 
instance:
nam : 'to get used to',





innas : 'he told him',
hann : 'to be clement', etc.
We find geminate n and non-geminate nn in 
initial, intervocalic and final positions.
21. A velar nasal, which we represent in our system
by means of the symbol n* It occurs non-geminate 
in, for example: 
ni$a? : fof sleep',
nifri : 'of the cave';
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and geminate in:
nniyzq : 'of the river1.
Neither non-geminate rj_ nor geminate ryq appear 
to occur in intervocalic or final positions,
22./I |akia(fz.e<i. velar nasal, which we represent in this
system by means of the symbol V^. This segment 
is found non-geminate in, for example: 
r)W a : 'my brother',
apW a : ' Oh my brother!';
and geminate in:
nr)W iy • 11 am tired of sitting; I am hot
and restless because of lack of 
actionr,
ir)pW a : 'he is tired of sitting; he is
very hot and very restless because 
of lack of action1, 
nnW : 'Be cooked!'.
Non-geminate is found initially, intervocali­
cally but not finally. Geminate rir|W is found 
in the same two positions and is also perhaps 
syllabic in the last example.
23. A lateral alveolar liquid, represented by the 
symbol K  It is found non-geminate in words 
such as:
listiqlal: 'independence',
lxa§e : 'man's name',
22
aliman : 'Germany',
buqllal : 'a village in the Rif (ssaf9 n-
buqllal) ';
and geminate in:
llif : '(my) love, (my) sweetheart',
ralla : 'madam'.
Non-geminate 1_ occurs in all positions whereas 
I have found no example of geminate 1_1 in final 
position.
24. A rolled alveolar liquid, which we represent in 
this system by the sign r. It is found no n ­




'h a y ',
'security; peace', 
'come here I 1,
'shut up I 1;Bar
and geminate in:
rra : 'order shouted to a donkey to make
it g o ' , 
arra : 'idem',
prr : 'an animal call used to attract the
attention of cows and calves, etc. ... 
before serving them grass, hay or 
some other feed'.
We find non-geminate r in all positions. All 
the examples we have been able to find of geminate
23
rr are in animal calls, other examples are:
qrr or xarr : 'a call used to chase away
cows and calves, etc.... or 
prevent them from eating 
something *.
25. An emphatic alveolar lateral, which we represent 
in the system of this dialect by means of the sign
It is found non-geminate in, for instance: 
lallas : ’foot (nursery language)’;
and geminate in such words as:
ljah : ’God',
allah : ’Oh God.'' .
Non-geminate I does not seem to occur intervoca­
lically or finally whereas there are no examples 
of geminate finally. Geminate 1^ is found
especially in nursery words and in words that stem 
from the Arabic word 1lah meaning 'God' as, for 
instance:
wl}ah : 'by G o d !',
llahinu : 'my G o d ’,
allah : ’Oh God.'', etc.
26. An emphatic rolled alveolar liquid, represented by 
the symbol p. It occurs non-geminate in, for 
example, such words as:
raz : 'hunger, famine',
24
araq : ’place, s e a t ’,
apumi : ’a Christian, a E u r o p e a n 1, etc.
and geminate in:
tarr : 'exclamation of discontent and
displeasure’ .
I have not been able to find examples of non­
geminate £  in final position and of geminate rr 
in initial and intervocalic positions.
27. A non-emphatic voiceless alveolar fricative, which 
we represent by the symbol _s. It is found non­
geminate in such words as:
su : 'to d rink’,
9asa : ’1iver’,
qas : ’to taste’,
and geminate in:
ssu : 'to spread out a c arpet’,
8assu6 : 'blankets, carpets and m a t s ’,
shuss : 'to feel', etc.
Non-geminate £ and geminate s_s occur in all 
pos it ions.
28. A non-emphatic voiced alveolar fricative, we
represent by the symbol z_. It is found non­
geminate, for instance, in such words as: 
zawag : 'to implore',




9aza : ’Taza, a provincial capital in
Northern Morocco', 




seizz : 'to express love, affection and
friendship towards a person'. 
Non-geminate £  and geminate z_z occur in all 
positions.
A non-emphatic voiceless palato-alveolar fricative 
which we represent in our system by means of the 
symbol ?. This segment occurs non-geminate in, 
for instance, such examples as:
sqs : 'to be a partner with; to share',
- V
isari : 'r a m ',
y
aris : 'hair Cof a man); feathers';
and geminate in:
v ^  r . ,s sag : 'e a s t ',
assir : 'yogurt',
hass : 'to cut grass', etc.
y  y y
Non-geminate _s and geminate s_s are found in 
all positions.
A non-emphatic voiced palato-alveolar fricative,
y
represented by means of the sign z. This sound 
is found non-geminate in, for example, such words as:
26
zarab : 'to t r y ’,
aza9 ir : ’m a t ’,
V V V  v
hazuz u mazuz : ’mythical people of small height1
and geminate in:
VV .
zzawi : 'incense ,
V V
azzar : ’widower',
. v V ,
sizz : 'to p e e p ’, etc.
/ V V
Non-geminate z_ and geminate zz_ are found in all 
positions.
31. An emphatic voiceless alveolar fricative which we 
represent in our system by means of the symbol £. 
This segment is found in, for instance, such words 
as :
'to b l o w ',







i$sa9 : 'he hid him; he did not betray h i m 1,
We find non-geminate ^  in all positions, whereas 
for geminate _s£ we could not find any example of 
its occurrence in final position.
y
e t c .
32. An emphatic voiced alveolar fricative, represented
by the sign £. This sound occurs non-geminate in, 
for example, such words as:
27
ziyyo& : fto tighten',
zo : 'to visit the tomb of a saint;
to k i s s ', 
izi : 'gall-bladder',
raz : 'h u n g e r ';
and geminate in:
zziy : 'to milk 1,
izzan : 'excrement*,
tazz : 'exclamation expressing discontent*, etc.
Non-geminate z and geminate £_z occur in all 
positions.
33. An emphatic voiceless palato-alveolar fricative, 
represented by the sign j>. This sound is found 
non-geminate in such words as:
V
sawa : 'to consult',
asaqo : 'a x e ' ,
a$awi9 : 'old piece of cloth';
and geminate in:
s§a : 'to f i l l 1,
ugsay : 'greyhound',
mu$s : 'c a t ', e t c .
v
No examples of non-geminate ^ occurring in final 
position have been found whereas geminate 
exists in all positions.
34. An emphatic voiced palato-alveolar fricative, which 




non-geminate in, for instance, such words as:










We could not find examples of non-geminate £ 








A voiceless palato-alveolar affricate, which we 
represent by the sign c. This segment occurs
non-geminate in, for example, such words as:
'tambourine',
'shepherd',
Te g g f,
'ass'; 
and geminate in:
V v , ,
cca : 'to p r e s s ',
iccaQ : 'he pressed it'.
Non-geminate c occurs in all positions, whereas
V V
geminate cc occurs initially, and intervocalically 
but I have found no cases of its occurrence in 
final position.
A voiced palato-alveolar affricate, which we repre-
V’
sent in this system by means of the sign £. This
29
sound occurs non-geminate in, for instance, such 
words as:
gayga : 'there was',
aeigiw : ’a filthy dirty person',
zzag : 'to p r a y ’;
and geminate in:
ggaz : 'to get h u n g r y ’,
magga : 'a kind of b i r d ’,
arxagg : ’vinegar*, etc.
V y  ^
Both non-geminate g and geminate gg are found 
in all positions.
37. A voiceless velar plosive, which we represent by
means of the symbol k. This segment occurs non­
geminate in, for instance: 
kuffu : ’foa m ’,
kapot : 'to read the Koran over and over and
memorise i t ’, 
muka : 'o w l ',
zzayak : ’from y o u ’;
and geminate in:
kkq : ’to get up; to wake u p ’,
sakku : ’b i s a c 1,
sakk : 'to s e n d ’, etc.
Non-geminate k and geminate kk occur in all 
positions.
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38. A voiced velar plosive, which we represent by the 
sign g in our system. This sound is found non­






'the act of joining the a r m y 1,
1 to implore'; 
and geminate in:
ggq : 'to bake bread',
8 iggaz : 'tattooing', etc.
We find non-geminate g in all positions but, 
whereas geminate 'gg occurs initially and intervoca- 
lically we have not found any example of its
occurring finally.
39. A labialized voiceless velar . plvsive, which we
represent in our system by means of the symbol kw . 
This occurs geminate in, for instance:
kkw a : 'to insult',
3 ikkw ra : 'insulting'.
I have not been able to find any example of non­
geminate kw in the dialect of Ajdir.
40. A labialized voiced velar jploj.ive, which we
represent in this system by means of the sign gw . 
This consonant occurs non-geminate in, for instance:
gw3 : 'to knead bread',
zugWa9 : 'to grow tali',
31
and geminate in:
9 a§uggw ac : 'mother in la w 1.
Non-geminate occurs initially and intervo-
calically, whereas I have not been able to find any 
example of geminate ggy in initial position.
41. A . voice.1 ess   fricative, which we
represent by the sign This segment is found
non-geminate in, for example:
aj^ sum : 'meat',
saJ<Jsu : 'couscous1, etc.
Y)£T>- y
In all the examples of/geminate that I have
found, it occurs medially. Geminate does
not seem to occur in this system.
42. A Voiced. p a l a t a l  ; fricative, which we
represent in this system by means of the symbol 
g ^ . This sound is found non-geminate in, for
instance:
g^ma : 'to h u n t ',
ag^me : 'landmark; stones indicating the
limits of an estate';
and geminate in:





' p u t .' m a k e ! ' , e t c .
Non-geminate is found initially and inter-
vocalically but not finally, whereas geminate gg^
v  W
occurs in all positions.
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43. A voiceless uvular fricative, which we represent 
in this system by means of the sign x. This 
sound occurs non-geminate in, for instance: 
xocbus : 'man's nickname',
xaxa : 'to feel exhausted',
sax : 'to be washed away by the rain (soil)';
and geminate in:
xx#3 : 'to have sexual intercourse (vulgar)',
ixxan : 'excrement (pi.; vulgar, replaced by
arhanni 'henna' in polite use)', 
ixx : 'exclamation of disgust on smelling
something unpleasant, or on seeing 
something outrageous', etc.
Both non-geminate x and geminate x* occur in 
all positions.
44. A voiced uvular fricative, which we represent in
this system by means of the sign y. This conson­
ant is found non-geminate in, for example, such 
words as:
ya : 'to study; to read',
ay i : 'buttermilk',
anaynay : 'a person who speaks through his
n o s e ';
and geminate in:
yyam : 'to give a gift of money to the
bridegroom',
33
3ayyasQ : 'a sheep or cow slaughtered as a
sacrifice*.
Non-geminate y occurs in all positions. Geminate 
yy occurs initially and intervocalically but has 
not been found finally.
45. A voiceless uvular plosive, represented in this 
system by means of the sign £. This segment 
is found non-geminate in such words as: 
qabu : ’walking stick*,
aqa3as : ’pair of wool-cards’,
gssaq : 1 glue *;
and geminate in, for example:
qqu : ’to have sexual intercourse (vulgar)',
qaqqa : 'candy (nursery language)*.
While non-geminate £  is found in all positions,
I have not been able to find any example of 
geminate ££ in final position.
At least one labialized uvular exists in the
w
dialect of Ajdir which we represent by the sign y .
I have only found one word containing this sound
in this system, namely:
3ayw ggat : ’w o m a n ’s belt*.
I have not been able to find any example of its
w
geminate counterpart *yy ,
. r * w  * w  * w j * W  nor of q , *qq , *x and *xx .
34
46. A voiceless pharyngal fricative, which we represent 
in this system by the symbol h. This sound is 
found non-geminate in, for example:
hawar : Tbe careful with; take care of',
wahit : 'o n e ',
irah : 'he went; he left';
and geminate in:
hfram : 'to cover; to protect as for instance
a bird protecting its offspring 
with its w i n g s ', 
ifrha9 : 'he hid'.
While non-geminate lj occurs in all positions, I 
have not been able to find any example of geminate 
hh in final position.
47. A voiced pharyngal fricative, represented here
by the sign e_. We find this segment non-geminate 
in such words a s :
cara : 'to uncover',
aeawir : 'a famous battle during the Rifian War
qac : 'at a l l '.
I have not been able to find any example of gemi­
nate ej: in any position.
48. A voiced glottal fricative, represented in this 
system by h* It Is found non-geminate in, for 
instance:
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haz : 'to r a g e ',
ahakus : ’one shoe'.





As we have said, the system of Ajdir has six vowel 
phonemes namely: /i/; /e / ; /a/; /a/; Jo/ and Ju/ .
1. The phonological status of /i/ in relation to the
other vowel phonemes can be shown from the following 
oppos itions:
1.1 /i/ f /e/
/i9(a)/ : 'nowadays1,
/e9/ : 'wear I'.
/(9as)ri9/ : 'bride',
/(9af)re9/ : 'skin on surface of milk'.
/si/ : 'title given to the notables of..
a t r i b e ',
/se/ : 'go I'.
1.2 / i/ / /a/
/iri/ : 'n e c k ',
/ari/ : 'alfa'.
/amin/ : 'amen',




1.3. / i/ f /a/
/ inu/ : 'mine *,
/anu/ : 'well (of w a t e r ) ’.
/3ira/ : 'writing1,
/8ara/ : 'she gave back'.
/xzi/ : 'to curse Satan',
/xza/ : 'to l o o k '.
1.4. / i/ / /o/
/i0(ran)/ : 'stars',
/o0(an)/ : 'orchards'.
/ss if/ : 'summer',
/ssof/ : 'to step over'.
/izi/ : 'gall-bladder',
/izo/ : 'he visited the tomb of a saint.
1.5. /i/ / /u/
/irinu/ : 'my neck',
/urinu/ : 'my heart'.
/urif/ : 'kebab dish',
/uruf/ : 'divorce'.
/iri/ : 'nec k ',
/iru/ : 'he w e p t ' .
2. The phonemic status of /e/ in relation to the other 
vowels can be determined from the following 
oppos itions:
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2.1. /e/ f /l/
Refer to 1.1. above.








’the Rif, a Berber speaking area 
of Northern Moro c c o 1.
'hand q u e r n ’,
'downhill’.
'go! 1
to spread in the sun to d r y ’.





'to help a person dress',
'to swallow'.
'name of a medicinal plant', 
'river'.





'boys' g a m e ',
'hole in the ground (diminutive 
f o rm)'.
'long robe with sleeves worn 
by men and women',
'hole in the ground'.
2.5. /e/ / /u/ 
/eri (1) / 
/uri(f)/
' e mbers',
'Kebab d i s h '.
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/se0/ : 'go! (plural)',
/su0/ : 'drink! (plural)'.
/aze/ : 'name of a medicinal plant',
/azu/ : 'to skin a sheep, a rabbit, etc.'.
3. The phonological status of the vowel /a/ is w i t ­
nessed by the following oppositions:
3.1. /a/ f /i/
Refer to 1.2. above.
3.2. /a/ + /e/
Refer to 2.2. above.
3.3. /a/ f /a/
/anu/ : 'well (of w a t e r ) ',
/anu/ : 'add'.
/9aya/ : 'that's all',
/9aya/ : 'irrigation ditch',
/ya/ : 'towards',
/ya/ : 'to study; to read'.






: 'olive t r e e 1,
: 'r o o f '.







1 my a l f a 1,
'my h e a r t '.
'Taza, a provincial capital in 
Northern M o r o c c o ',
: 'she skinned a sheep, a rabbit, 
e t c . ...'.
: 'this w a y ',
: 'to spread a carpet'.
4. The phonological status of the vowel /a/ in
relation to the other vowels can be established 
on the basis of the following oppositions:
4.1. /a/ + /i/
Refer to 1.3. above.
4.2. /a/ f /e/
See 2.3. above.
4.3. /a/ / /a/
See 3.3. above.
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4.4. /a/ f /of
/ssaf/ : 'change 1,
/ssof/ : 'to step o v e r ’.
/sso/ : 'wall',
/ssa/ : 'to hide a person; to keep a
secret’.
4.5. /q/ ^ /u/
/ar/ : ’to v o m i t ',
/ur/ : ’heart’.
/ zza0/ : 'see h i m ' ,
/zzu0/ : 'plant it'.
/ zza/ : 'to s e e ',
/ zzu/ : 'to p l a n t '.
5. The phonemic status of /of in relation to the other 
vowels can be shown from the following oppositions:
5.1. /of j /i/
Refer to the opposition in 1.4. above.
5.2. /o/ f /e/
See 2.4. above.
5.3. /o/ f /a/
See 3.4. above.
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5.4. /o / f  J c l /
Refer to 4.4. above




’to step o v e r ’
’to b l o w ’.
’to dry u p ',
1 to copulate'./qqu/
6. The phonological status of the vowel /u/ in relation 
to the other vowels is determined from the following 
oppositions:
6.1. /u/ f /i/
Refer to 1.5. above.
6.2. /u/ f /e/
See the opposition in 2.5. above.
6.3. /u/ f /a/
See 3.5. above.
6.4. /u/ f J a/
Refer to 4.5. above.
6.5. /u/ f /o/





As we have said, this system has a fl:oiit semi-vowel ly/ 
and a b-acK semi-vowel /w/.
7. /yI The phonological opposition between non-geminate 
ly/ and geminate iyy/ is shown by the existence 
of such pairs as:
ly/ I lyyl
/9aya/ : ’that's all',
/9ayya/ : 'black woman servant;
female slave'.
/aya/ : 'Oh!' (when calling a person);
ay a £ri! 'Oh A l i i ’,
/ayya/ : 'exclamation meaning: "look
what you have done", or simply 
"go a w a y " '.
The phonological status of the phoneme ly/ in 





'exclamation meaning "remember 
this, I will never forget it 
my s e l f !"',







1 sons o f 1.
'milled wheat, barley or maize', 
'buttermilk mixed with wheat, 




'term used by a person's 
maternal relatives to refer 
to him and his brothers',
'alfa g r a s s '.
ly/ I / i/ and /w/ f /u/
Concerning the opposition between semi-vowel /y/ 
and vowel / i/ and between semi-vowel /w/ and 
vowel /u/, I have not been able to find any minimal 
pair in which /y/ contrasts phonemically with / i/ 
or /w/ with / u / . Nevertheless, that does not 
prove in any way that /y/ is not phonemically dif­
ferent from /i/ and /w/ from / u / . As a matter 
of fact, Dr J. Bynon (1978, pp. 294-5) proposes 
to look for contrast between vowel and semivowel 
in a different position:
'Another position in which vowel and semivowel 
may contrast is when a sequence vowel-semivowel 
or semivowel-vowel occurs medially between 
consonants. In this environment- there is a - 
pertinent opposition between /iy/ and /yi/,
/iw/ and /yu/, /uw/ and /wu/, /uy/ and /wi/.
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e.g. /at:swim/ "you (rn.pl.) will drink"
f /atrsuym/ "you (m.pl.) will dip/dunk" 
/at:swimt/ "you (f.pl.) will drink" 
f /atrsuymt/ "you (f.pl.) will dip/dunk", 
/atswin/ "they (m.) will drink"
/ /atsuyn/ "they (m.) will dip/dunk", 
/atswint/ "they (f.) will drink" 
f /atsuynt/ "they (f.) will dip/dunk",
/fsasniysir:anatswin/ "give something 
to the children to drink" /
/fsasniysir:anatsuyn/ "give something to 
the children to dip into".
Now it is obvious that if vowel and semivowel
were to be represented by the.same symbol.in  _
such a position, as proposed by Applegate, 
it would be impossible to predict whether the 
order were vowel-semivowel or semivowel-vowel.'
As for the opposition between /iy/ and /yi/, / iw/ 
and /yu/, /uw/ and /wu/, I have not been able to 
find any example in this system to prove their exis­
tence. However, for the opposition between /wi/ 
and /uy/, I managed to find the following pair:
/zwi/ : rto sort bad grains from wheat,
If there is no opposition in this pair between /w/ 
and /u/ and between Jy/ and / i / , then it means 
that we can write both of these words phonemically 
in the same way as in the following:
/x uy/
barley and m a i z e ’,
’a kind of medicinal plant 





But we cannot do this simply because in that case 
we will not be able to know which is which. 
Nevertheless, given that both words have the same 
environment:
/zuy/.— - P P  
therefore /wi/ must be different from /uy/ and 
as a consequence, the vowel /u/ must be phonemi­
cally different from the semi-vowel /w/ and / i/ 
different from / y / .
8. /w/ The phonemic status of the semi-vowel /w/ in 
relation to /y/ has been demonstrated by the 
opposition /y/ / /w/ above.
B. Distribution of vowels with /w/ and /y/
B .1 Initially 
B.1.1. yv
/yi/ - Initially the phoneme / i/ appears to be in 
free variation with /yi/ as in:
/iras/ or /yiras/ 
/iram/ or /yiram/ 
/iss/ or /yiss/
/iraf/ or /yiraf/ 
/isam/ or /yisam/
, . V w-, . . V V .






1 n a m e ',




. . V V/  . . V V .
/lzz/ or /yizz/ 
/izi/ or /yizi/ 
/i0ri/ or /yi0ri/ 




‘f l y ’,
T star *,
1 grotto 1,
? he p l a y e d '.
/ye/ - The semi-vowel /y/ can be followed by 
the vowel phoneme /e/ as in:
T b e e ',
1 w h e a t 1 




/ya/ - /y/ can be followed by /a/ as in the 
following examples:
/yari/ : 'I am very lucky',
/yak/ : 'exclamation meaning "re­
member this, I will 
never forget it m y s e l f " ', 
/yarbbi/ : 'Oh God'.',
/yazu0/ : 'he skinned i t 1.
/ya/ - The vowel /a/ can follow the semi-vowel 








'he carried somebody or
something piggyback1,
: 'he looked f o r ',
: 'he added; he increased
the
the number or/amount; he 











- The phoneme Jyf can be followed by / o/ 
as i n :
/yo/ : 'moon'.










- does not occur.
- does not occur.
- The semi-vowel /w/ can be followed by the 









'y e s ',
'all right',
'he did not write',
'he did not study; he did not 
read; he is not educated'.
- does not occur.
- The vowel phoneme /o/ can follow /w/ as in: 
/wo0an/ : 'orchard'. .
/wu/ - The semi-vowel /w/ can be followed by the 






















'wait for me at such and such 
a place T,
1 buy me ’,
* show m e ',
’get close to me; become my 
neighbour’.
’he will w e a r '.
'he will fin d ’,
’he will take her, he will 
marry h e r ’,
’he will skin y o u ’,
’big alfa ba s k e t 1,
’what a lucky person I am!'.
’he will break something’, 
’he will g rill’,
’he/it will land’.
/yo/ - does not occur.
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’Oh my brother’. ’
'he/it will swell up; he will 
not talk to m e ’.
'name of an area in the R i f ' , 
’Oh my brother I'
'work done collectively by 
the members of a community 
to help one of them build a 
house, plough his land, etc.'
'fence or wall surrounding 
a house or an estate (dimi­
nutive form)'.
'when',
' speech, w o r d s '.
'insult'.















’here I a m 1,
'listen to what I am saying 
to y o u ' ,
'he slapped m e 1,
'he preceded m e ',
'show m e ',
'write m e ' ,
1 help m e ',
'sit in front of me',
’from m e '.














't h a t 's a l l ', 
'irrigation d i t c h 1,
'like thi s ',
'he mounted a horse', 
'woman's n a m e ',
'a little'.
'to tighten',
















1 v a n ',
’name of a mountain and a 
gorge on the border between 
Gzennaya and Beni Ouriaghel 
in the R i f ',











’to m i l k ',
'to mount a horse',
'said of milk when it boils 






: 't e a ',
: 'the fact of climbing, going
u pstairs',
'take this’,
'wait'.; take your time',
'here I a m ',
'cemented area in front of the 
house used for sitting when 
it is w a r m '.
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1 m i l k 1.
/ay/ - does not occur. 
/oy/ - does not occur, 
/ u  y f
/ zuyy/
/syuy/



















: 'name o£/medicinal p l a n t 1, 
: 'to scream'.
: 'to sort bad grains from
wheat, barley, and maize'.
: 'fence'.
: 'it is very d e e p ',
: 'like t h i s ; c a l f ',
: 'e d g e s ',
: 'sauce; grav; ter a long
, wait a. rain _ates crops 
and trees',
: 'come downstairs'.'.
: 'to draw, to take a photo',
: 'to consult',
: 'to copulate (said of animals)',
: 'fence or wall surrounding a
h o u s e ',
: 'root, penis (vulgar)'.
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/wo/ - does not occur.
/wu/





Ta person who eats a lot; 
ogre (mythical character of 
Rifian folk tales) ',
'eyelashes'.









/aw/ - does not occur.
/ow/ - does not occur,
/uw/ - does not occur.
C. The Labials
The labials (including the labiodentals) of the conson­
antal system of the Berber dialect of Ajdir comprise:
/p/, /b/ and /f/. However, it is worth mentioning that 
the voiced bilabial fricative 3 exists indeed in the inven­
tory of the sounds of this dialect in a nursery word:
/m(3Ba/ ; 'water (nursery language)'.
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9. /p/ The phonological status of this segment in relation 
to the other labials can be demonstrated from the 
following oppositions:
9.1. /p/ / /b/
/p/ f /b/
/pa(ppa)/ : 'bread (nursery language)',




/(pa)ppa/ : 'bread (nursery language)',
/ (ba)bba/ : 'shoes (nursery language)'.
9.2. /p/ / /f/
/p/ / /f/
/paxita/ : 'masturbation',
/faxita/ : 'w o m a n 's n a m e '.
/aspa(nyu)/ : 'Spaniards',
/asfa/ : 1 medicine'.
/pp/ / /ff/
/(pu)ppu(h) / : 'man's nickname »>
/(fu)ffu/ : 'fire (nursery language)'.
10. /b/
Its phonemic status in relation to the other labials is 
witnessed by the following oppositions:
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10.1. /b/ / /p/
For this opposition see 9.1. above.















’to look f o r ’.
'to relieve oneself’,
'to sweep, to c l e a n ’.
'owner o f ',
'h a i r ’.
'to relieve oneself',
'to sweep, to clean'.
'water (nursery language)', 
: 'fire (nursery language)’.
11. /f/Its phonemic status in relation to the other 
labials can be determined on the basis of the 
following oppositions:
11.1. /f/ f /p/
See 9.2. above.
11.2. /f/ / /b/
Refer to 10.2. above.
D. Non-Emphatic Dental and Alveolar Plosives and Fricatives 
The dental and alveolar plosives and fricatives of the 
consonantal system of the Berber dialect of Ajdir comprise 
the following non-emphatic phonemes:
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/t/, /d/, /0/ and /8/
For further information on these phonemes we will examine 
the following oppositions:
It/ f /&/
It/ t / 0 /
/t/ f /a/
Id/ f / e /  
Id/ f / a /  
/e/ ^ /a/
12. /t/ Its phonological status in relation to the other 
dental and alveolar plosives and fricatives can 
be established on the basis of the following 
oppos itions:
12.1. /t/ f /d/
/t/ t Id/
/ti(tti)/ : 'sit down', (nursery language)',
/di(ddi)/ : (1) 'sore; wound; blood or
something that hurts and 
causes pain (nursery 
language)';
(2) 'a warning given to a child, 
"do not do such and such 
a thing otherwise you will 





















’h a b i t 1.
'to b e g ',
1 to l i v e '.
'sit down!(nursery language)',
(1) 'sore, wound, blood or 
something that hurts and 
causes pain (nursery 
language)';
(2) 'a warning given to a child, 
"do not do such and such a 
thing otherwise you will be 
punished or get hurt" 
(nursery language)'.
'there she i s ',
'there he i s '.
'make love to her',
'make love to him*.
't e a ' ,
'intestines'.
'there she i s ',
'to s e n d '.
13. /d/ The phonological status of /d/ in relation to
the other dental and alveolar plosives and frica­
tives can be witnessed by the following
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oppositions:
13.1. jdj j ft I
Refer to the opposition / t/ / / d/ in 12.1. above.
13.2. Id/ I /Qj_









/ (rah)3 i3a/ 
/dd/ / /3 3/
/(3)adda (0) / 
/a3 3a(n)/
'to t r a i n ',
'h e r e '.
'worm found in water drawn 
from w e l l s ',
1 axe ' .
'h o u s e ',
'brushwood'.
14. /9/ Its phonemic status in relation to the other dental 
and alveolar plosives and fricatives can be 
demonstrated from the following oppositions:
14. i. / e / f it/
See 12.2. above.
14. 2. / e / / id/
Refer to 13.2. above •




/(s)q a3 / : ' to s
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15. /3/ The phonological status of this phoneme in rela­
tion to the other dental and alveolar plosives 
and fricatives can be established on the basis 
of the following oppositions:
15.1. /a/ 7 7t/
See 12 .3. a b o v e .
15.2. /3/ 7 /d/
Refer to 13 .3. above
15.3. 73/ 7 70/
Refer to the opposition 14.3. above.
E. Emphatic Dental and Alveolar Plosives and Fricatives 
The emphatic dental and alveolar plosives and fricatives 
of the consonantal system of this dialect are:
/t/, /d/ and /3/.
• 9 • «
To establish the existence of these phonemes we have to 
take into consideration the following oppositions:
I t /  7 /d/
• •
/t/ 7 /?/m •
/d/ 7 /3/- 
• •
16. /1/ Its phonemic status in relation to the other
emphatics can be established on the basis of the 
following oppositions:
16.1. /%/ 7 /&/
/tt/ 7 /dd/
/ tta(f) / : ' p i e c e ',
/dda(q)/ : 'to refrain from talking to a
person because of a misunder­
standing ' .
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' to translate ' ,
’finger'.
'clan in the Rif, sing, 
tuha; man's nickname', 
'sing. 3a$, finger', 
'goat',
'f inger'.
17. /d/ Its phonological status in relation to the other
emphatics can be determined from the following 
oppositions:
17.1. /d/ f /%/
Refer to 16.1. above.
17.2. /d/ f n /
/da(r)/ : 'to hurt, to affect1,
/3a (9)/ : 'finger'.
18. /3/ The phonemic status of this phoneme in relation
to the other emphatic dental and alveolar plosives 
and fricatives can be witnessed by the following 
oppositions:
18.1. /?/ / /%/
See 16.2. above.
18.2. /8/ f /$/
Refer to 17.2. above.
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F. Non-emphatic Dental and Alveolar Plosives and Fricatives 
vs. Emphatic Dental and Alveolar Plosives and Fricatives 
In this section we are going to oppose non-emphatic dental 
and alveolar 'plosives and fricatives to their emphatic 
counterparts. The oppositions that will be investigated 
a r e :
ft/ f ft/ 
fdf f fdf 
/*/ t /?/
1. ft/ f ft/
The phonemic status of the non-emphatic voiceless 
dental plosive in relation to its emphatic counter­
part can be established on the basis of the fol­
lowing oppositions:
It/ f /%/
/tu(zin)/ : 'one of the tribes of the Rif
(ast tuzin) ',
’religious scholars'.
't e a ',
'a l o t '.













'cooking pot, stew pot'.
'he b e gged1',
'he flies; he speeds up while 
running or driving'.
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2. /d/ f Id/
The phonological status of the non-emphatic 
voiced dental plosive in relation to its emphatic 
counterpart can be determined from the following 
oppositions:
/ddiCn)/ : 'religion',
/ddi(q)/ : 'lack of room'.
3. n/ / /a/
The phonemic status of the non-emphatic voiced 
dental plosive in relation to its emphatic counter­
part can be witnessed by the following oppositions:
/8a/ : 'h e r e ',
/8a(9) / : 'finger r.
/a9u(f) / : 'bone m a r r o w ',
/ a9u/ : 'breeze'.
/(sq)a9/ : 'to sen d 1,
/(?)a?/ : 'f inger'.
G. Nasals
The consonantal system of this dialect comprises the 
following nasals:
/m/, /n/, /n/ and /nw /- 
To establish the existence of each of the above sounds, we 
will take into consideration such oppositions as:
/m/ / /n/
/m/ f /n/
/ra/ f /nw /
/n/ / /tl/
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/n/ 71 Inw /
/nw / / /n/.
19. /m/ The phonological status of the bilabial nasal /m/ 
in relation to the other nasals can be established
on the basis of the following oppositions:
19.1. /m/ f /n/
/m/ f /n/
/mass/ : ’to eat the b o n e ',
/ v V //nass/ : ’m e ; 1 1 .
/amu/ : 1 like',
/anu/ : ’well (of w a t e r ) ’.
/sam/ : ’you (feminine)’,
/san/ : 'to straighten u p ’.
/mm/ / /nn/
/mmi/s)/ : 'son o f ',
/nni(y)/ : ' I s a i d ’.
/imma/ : '(my) m o t h e r ',
/inna/ : 'he said'.
19.2. /m/ / /n/
/muSra/ : 'owner of the mountain*
/nu9ra/ : ’of the mountain'.
19.3. /m/ f /nW /
/man/ : 'which',
/nW an/ : 'they are cooked'.
/ami^j/ : ' watej?» 9
/anW a/ : 'Oh my brother!'.
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/ (a)m/ 
/ $ n w /
: 'like',
: 'be c o o k e d ’
20. /n/ The phonological status of the alveolar nasal 
in relation to the other nasals can be estab­
lished on the basis of the following oppositions:
20.1. /n/ f /m/
Refer to 19.1. above.
20.2. /n/ f /n/
/ numy a/ 
/numya/
20.3. /n/ ^ /nW /





/ (z a) n/ 
/ ^ n w / 




'of the notable of the tribe'
'to get used t o ',
'your brother (addressing a 
female)*.
'getting used to ',
' Oh my brother.' ' .
's l eep!',
'be c ooked!'.
'I s a i d ',
'I am tired of sitting; I am 
very hot and very restless 
because of lack of action 
(lit. I am cooked)'.
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/inna/ : 'he said',
/irmW a/ : 'he is tired of sitting, he
is very hot and very restless 
because of lack of action'.
21. fx\f Its phonemic status in relation to the other
nasals is witnessed by the following oppositions:
21.1./n/ t /m/
See 19.2. above.
21.2. /n/ f /n/
See the opposition /n/ f /r\/ in 20.2. above.
21.3. /n/ t /r|W /
/nwu(mas)/ : 'of his brother',
/nu(9ro0)/ : 'of the mountain'.
22. /nw / The phonological status of /nW / in relation to
the other nasals can be determined from the fol­
lowing oppositions:
22.1. /nW / f /m/
Refer to 19.3. above
22.2. /nw / t /n/
Refer to 20.3. above
22.3. /nw / t /nl
Refer to 21.3. above.
H. Liquids
The liquids of this system comprise:
/l/, /r/, /l/ and /r/.
• •
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To establish the phonological status of the above segments 




/r/ f / 1 /
/r/ / /r/
/!/ 7 7r/.
23. /1/ The phonological status of the above phoneme in
relation to the other liquids is witnessed by the 
following oppositions:






/!!/ ^ /rr/ 
/ H a /  
/rra/







'the Rif, a Berber speaking 
area in Northern M o r o c c o ) '.
' n o ' ,
'order shouted to a donkey 
to make it g o '.
'independence',





/lla(m)/ : 'letter of the alphabet',
/11a(h)/ : ’G o d ' .
23.3. 11/ f /t /
/la(bas)/ : 'I am fin e ',
/ra(z)/ : 'hunger, famine'.
/ala(m)/ : 'move a s ide',
/ara(q)/ : 'place, seat'.
The phonemic status of the rolled alveolar liquid
/r/ in relation to the other liquids can be wit-
nessed by the following oppositions:
24.1. /r/ f /I/
See the opposition /1/ / /r/ in 23.1. above.
24.2. /r/ / /l/
/r/ / /l/
/la(llas)/ : 'foot (nursery language)',
/ra(man)/ : 'peace; security'.
/rr/ / /ll/
/11a(h)/ : 'God',
/rra/ : 'order shouted to a donkey
to make it g o '.
/alia(h)/ : 'Oh G o d ! ',
/arra/ : 'order shouted to a donkey
to make it g o '.
24.3. /r/ / /r/
/ra(g)/ : 'female owner of',
/ra(z)/ : 'hunger, famine'.
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/ara(mi)/ : 'untr/.',
/ara(q)/ : 'place, seat'.
25. /If The phonological status of /l/ in relation to
the other liquids can be shown from the following 
oppositions:
25.1. I\l f /1/
Refer to 2 3.2. above.
25.2. /!/ + /r/
See the opposition /r/ f /l/ in 24.2. above.
25.3. /!/ f /r/
/ la(llas)/ : 'foot (nursery language)',
/ra(q)/ : 'place, seat'.
26. /r/ Its phonemic status in relation to the other
liquids can be demonstrated from the following 
oppositions:
26.1. /r/ f /!/
Refer to 23.3. above.
26.2. /r/ f It /
See 24.3. above.
26.3. /r/ j /If
Look at the opposition /!/ f Ixl in 25.3. above.
In the coming section we will deal with the sibilants, 
both non-emphatic /s/, / z / , /s/ and /z/, and emphatic 
/s/, /z/, /s/ and /z/. We will oppose, in the first 
stage, non-emphatics to non-emphatics and emphatics to
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emphatics, and, in the second stage, we shall oppose 
non-emphatics to emphatics. In the light of these 
oppositions, we shall determine the phonemic status of 
the sound segments involved.
I. Non-Emphatic Sibilants
The segments to be investigated are: /s/, /z/, fsf and
fz/. To establish the status of the above phonemes we 
have to consider the following oppositions:
fsf f fzf 
fsf + fsf 
fs/ + fzf 
fs/ t fzf 
ft/ t fzf 
fzf t ft/.
27. fsf The phonological status of this segment in
relation to the other sibilants can be witnessed 
by the following oppositions:
27.1. fsf f fzf
fsf f fzf




1 to r e s t 1.





Taza, a provincial capital in




'he is digging up the ground'.
' this w a y ' ,
'glass'.
'day s ',
'k nife; iro n '.
'to c u t ',
'animal call used to chase 
away a d o g '.
' to p u t ',
'fill her/him a recipient 
with water, grain, etc....'.
'mule’,




























r to taste', 
'there is so
'this w a y ', 
'animal call 
a donkey to 
'd a y s ',
'j ackals'.
1 horse',
'h o r n '.
and S o '.
used to order 
stop'.
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27.3. /s/ f  fzl
/s/ f /z/
/sa(0o) /
/ z a (w a )/ 
/as(oc3un) / 
/az(aluq) /










'to copulate (said of animals)' 
'mule’,
'corrugated iron used for 
roofing'.
'glass',
'a title given to a person who 
went to Mecca on pilgrimage'.
'to hand',
'I left something behind'.
'he spread out the carpet',
'he bought enough wheat, 
barley and maize to meet the 
consumption of his family 
for a y e a r '.
'h o r s e ',
'o n e '.
28. / z/ The phonemic value of this segment in relation
to the other non-emphatic sibilants can be demon­
strated in the light of the following oppositions:
28.1. /z/ f /s/
Refer to /s/ f /z/ in 27.1. above.
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/ . V v  ,
/issa/
/a r ea z z /
/ V V »
/areass/ 
28.5. /z/ / /z/ 
/z/ / /z/








'of the f l i e s ' ,
'straight1.
'to chase1,
'a woollen towel-like garment 
that women wear on the top 
of their clothes'.
'in front of, in the front', 
'defend yourself!, fight!, 
h i t ! ’.
'heartburn',
'he a t e '.
'p r i d e , h o n o u r ',
'n e s t '.
'to insult',
'to copulate (said of animals)'. 
'this hun g e r ’,
'wait’.
'charm, talisman’,
'title given to any person who 






'I left something/somebody 
b eh i n d ' .
'heartburn',
he left something or
somebody b e h i n d ' .
/_ We can establish the phonological status of this 
sibilant in relation to the other sibilants on 
the basis of the following oppositions:
29.1. /§/ f /s/
Refer to 27.2. above.
29.2. Is/ f /z/
See 28.2. above.
29.3. /s'/ / /z/ 
Is/ f 1^1
/sawa/
/zawa/ 'to copulate (said of animals)'. 
'he s t o l e ',
'he is taller than; he is
'to consult',
older t h a n '.
'I a t e ',
'embers'.
'hair (of man); feathers',
'I left something behind'.
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/ issa/ : 'he a t e ’,
/ izza/ : ’he left something b e h i n d ’.
/ss/ : ’ e a t ’,
/zz/ : ’leave something behind’.’.
y
30. / z/ The phonemic identity of the non-emphatic sibi-
y
lant /z/ can be demonstrated from the following 
oppositions:
30.1. /z/ / /s/
Refer to 27.3. above.
30.2. /z/ / /z/
y
See the opposition /z/ / /z/ in 28.3. above.
30.3. /z/ / /s/
Refer to 29.3. above.
J. Emphatic Sibilants
The emphatic sibilants of this system are:
/?/, /z/, /s/ and /z/.
The oppositions to be considered in this section are 
as follows:
/?/ t /zf 




Ill f III.• •
/s/ The phonemic status of the emphatic sibilant 
/s/ in relation to the other emphatics can be 
witnessed by the following oppositions:










/ i z z (arf) /











’to blow (wind,etc .)’,
’to fast’.
’kind of b i r d ’,
’fart (diminutive f o r m ’.
'to hide a person; to 
keep a secret’,
1 to s e e '.




’I got vaccinated’, 
’w h i stling’,
’thief’.
’to hide a person; to keep 
a secret',
’to f i l l ’.
’he hid him; he did not 
betray h i m ’.
’he filled i t ’.
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32. /
31.3. /s/ / III
/si / /z/
/sa(y]/ : 'to use wood for fire',
/za(r)/ : 'to haul, to drag',
/(arejasa/ : 'afternoon prayer',
/(r)aza/ : 'good deed'.




z/ To determine the phonological status of this 
segment in relation-to the other emphatics, we 
have to investigate the following oppositions:
32.1. /z/ / /s/
Refer to the opposition Is/ / / z/ in 31.1. above.
32.2. /z/ / /^/
/z/ / /?/
/zahha/ : 'to moan',
/sahha/ : 'to build a dome over the
tomb of a s a i n t '.
/izahha/ : 'he is m o a n i n g 1,
/isahhaC.0)/ : 'he built a dome over the
tomb of a s a i n t '.
/zz/ / /ss/
/zza/ : 'to s e e 1,
/ssa/ : 'to f i l l ' .
52.3. /z/ / /z/
/ ?/ / III
/za(rif)/ : 'kind of spice',
/za(za)/ : 'to drag oneself'.
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33. /
/aza(rif)/ : ’kind of spice',
/aza(za)/ : 'the fact of dragging oneself'.
/zz/ / /zz/
/zza(0)/ : 'see him'.',
V V
/ zza(3)/ : ’to make a lot of noise while
playing'.
s/ The phonemic status of the emphatic /s/ in 
relation to the other emphatic sibilants can 
be witnessed by the following oppositions:
33.1. /s/ f /s/
Refer to 31.2. above.
35.2. /s/ f /z/
See the opposition / z/ f /si in 32.2. above.






, V v .
/ zza3/






: 'fill i t ! ',
: 'to haul, to drag'.
: 'to become a Koranic teacher
at a cantonal mosque',
: 'to make noise while p l a y i n g 1.
: 'he became a Koranic teacher
at a cantonal mosque',
: 'he made noise while playing'.
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34. /z/ Its phonological status in relation to the other 
emphatic sibilants can be established on the
basis of the following oppositions:
34.1. /?■/ t /§/
Refer to 31.3. above.
34.2. /?/ / /z/
See the opposition /z/ / / z/ in 32.3
34.3. /?/■ y '/?/
See 33.3. above.
K. Non-Emphatic vs. Emphatic Sibilants
y y
The segments /s/, /z/, /z/ and /s/ are to be investigated 
in relation to their emphatic counterparts: /s/, /z/,
/z/ and /s/.
K.l. /s/ f Is/
Is the sound segment /s/ a variant of /s/ or a 
phoneme in its own right? To answer this question









'roof b e a m ',
'to travelf.
'thornr,




/ss/ / /ss/ 
/ ssi/ a title given to the notables




1 he p u t ',
'he hid him; he did not
'summer'.
betray h i m ' .
Non-geminate /sj and /s/ appear to contrast in 
all positions but, whereas in the case of geminate 
/ss/ and geminate /ss/ I could not find any 
example (either minimal pairs or near-minimal 
pairs) in which they contrast syllable-finally.
To prove that /z/ is not a mere allophone of the 
phoneme / z/ but a phoneme in its own right, we 
have to find minimal pairs or near-minimal pairs 
in which /z/ and its emphatic counterpart /z/ 
contrast.
K. 2 . /z/ / /z/









' to p r a y ' ..






/ (t t ) 3 Z Z /
'pride, honour', 
'exclamation expressing 
indignation, reproach and 
disgust'.
K.3. /s/ f I s /
To prove that /s/ is a separate phoneme from /s/,
y y
we have to find examples in which /s/ and /s/ 
contrast.






place , seat' , 
hair combing' .
: 'to plough’ ,
/ssa(9)/ : 'fill it! ' .
/issa(z)/ : 'he ploughed',
/issa(0)/ : rhe filled it'.
y y
Non-geminate /s/ and /s/ do not seem to contrast 
initially and finally. Geminate /ss/ and 
geminate /ss/ contrast initially and intervoca- 
lically but I have not been able to find any
example in which they contrast finally. b y  -/
n^ea't) 1  fa '/e . - tcn cd /i t o  sfo/W /rhcig pet/rt
K.4. I I I  t /z/
y
To establish the existence of /z/ as a separate
v
phoneme from /z/, we have to find examples in
V V





Non-geminate /z/ and /z/ do not seem to contrast 
initially and finally.
L. Affricates
The dialect of Ajdir comprises two non-emphatic africates 
/c/ and /g/
and has no emphatic /c/ and no emphatic /g/ in its
* $
consonantal system.
35. /c/ The phonological status of the voiceless palato- 
alveolar affricate in relation to /g/ can be 
established on the basis of the following oppo­
sitions :
l h  t III










'(my) a u n t ',
'oath-taking'. 
'ass' ,
'he p r a y e d ' .
'to p r e s s ',
'to get h u n g r y ' . 
'he p r e s s e d ',
'he got h u n g r y '.
i
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56. /g/ Phonologically speaking non-geminate /g/ con­
trasts with geminate /gg/:
m  t / i n
/maga/ : ’i f ',
/magga/ : fa kind of bird'.
The phonemic status of /g/ in relation to /c/
can be demonstrated from the following opposition:
ill t /c/
Refer to the opposition /c/ f /g/ above.
M. Palatals and Velars
This system comprises the following velars and palatals: 
/k/, /g/, /kw /, /gw /, /ky / and /g>7.
To establish the phonological status of the above segments, 
we have to take into consideration the following oppo­
sitions :
/k/ t /gf 
/k/ f /kw /
/k/ f /gw /
/k/ / /ky /
/k/ f /gf/
Igl t /kw /
/g/ J* /gW /
/g/ ^
/g/ / /gy /
/kw / ^ /gw /
/kw / ^ /k^/
/kw / ^ /g>7
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/g"/ t l $ l  
/gw / t / £ /
/ g /  t /g7 /
57. /k/ The phonological status of this phoneme in
relation to the other palatals and velars can 
be witnessed by the following oppositions:











57.2. /k/ / /kw / 






'c a r t ’,
'cigarette’.
'to join the army',
'v a n '.
'to wake up, to stand up',
'to bake b r e a d '.
'he woke up; he stood up', 
'he is baking bread'.
'to wake up; to stand up', 
'to insult'.
'he woke up, he stood up', 
'he insulted'.
57.5. /k/ / ! % !
I have not been able to find any example for 
this particular opposition.
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57. 4 . /k/ f / 
/k/ / /Js,y /
/ak(mma)/ 
/ak^(sum)/
37.5. /k/ / /gy / --






rm e a t ’.
fto wake up; to stand up', 
1 to bake b r e a d f.
’he woke up; he stood up', 
’field’.
58. /g/ Its phonemic status in relation to the other
velars and palatals can be demonstrated from the 
following oppositions:
38.1. /g/ f /k/
For this opposition refer to 37.1. above.
58.2. /g/ / /kW /





’to bake b r e a d ’,
’ to insult1.
’he is baking b r e a d ’, 
’he insulted’.
3 8 . 3 .  / g /  /  / g w/  
/«/ t /gW /
/agaz(i)/
/ (r)agW az/
’the act of joining the army', 
’f a r '.
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38.4. /g/ / /&y/ 
/g/ / / £ /
Iag(ra)/
/ak^(sum)/
38.5. /g/ /  /gy/ 







'p r o p e r t y ’, 
'meat1.
'property f,
'd o g '.
'he is baking bread', 
'f i e l d '.
39. /kw / The status of this phoneme in relation to the
other velars and palatals can be witnessed by the 
following oppositions:
w
39.1. /k" f /k/
For this opposition refer to 37.2. above.
39.2. /kw / f /g/
See 38.2. above.
39.3. /kW / /gW /
I have not been able to find any minimal pair 
or near-minimal pair to establish this opposition
39.4. /kW / f / £ /
I have not been able to find any example in which 
/kw / and I I  contrast.
39.5. /kW / f /gy/
/kkw / ^ /gg7 /
— w w
/kkW a/ : 'to insult’,
/gg7 °7 * ’to bake bread'.
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/ikkW a/ : 'he insulted',
/iggy a/ : 'field'.
uv/
40. /gW / The phonological status of /gW / in relation to
the other velars and palatals can be demonstrated 
from the oppositions that follow:
40.1. /gw / f /k/
For this opposition refer to 37.3. above.
40.2. /gw / t /g/
See the opposition /g/ f /gW / in 38.3. above.
40.3. /gw / f /kW /
See 39.3. above.
40.4. /gw / j- / £ /
I have not been able to find any minimal pair 
or near-minimal pair for this opposition.
40.5. /gw / f /gy /
  —
I have not been able to find any example in 
which /gw / contrasts with /g^/.
41♦ / The phonological status of this segment in
relation to the other palatals and velars can be 
established on the basis of the following oppo­
sitions :
4 1 . 1 .  / x y / t A /
See 37.4. above.
41.2. / £  / f / g/
Refer to 38.4. above.
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41. 3 . / £ /  /  /kw /
See the opposition /kw / f /Jc;/ in 39.4. above.
4 1 . 4 .  -/jt37' y  / g w/
See the opposition in 40.4. above.
41.5. / £ /  f /gy f 
   —
/ $  / f / g y /=   —
/ak^Csum)/ : Tm e a t r,
/agy C9 i)/ : 'dogr.
4 2 .  / g y /  Its status in relation to the other velars and
----- \7--
palatals can be determined from the oppositions 
that follow:
42.1. /gy/ f /k/
Refer to the opposition /k/ f /gj/ in 37.5. above.
42.2. /gy / f lg/
See the opposition in 38.5. above.
42.3. /g>7 f /kw /
Refer to 39.5. above.
42.4. /gy / ? /gW /
—
Consider the opposition /gw / f /§ / in 40.5. above.
42.5. /g>7 ^ /k^/
Refer to the opposition in 41.5. above.
N. Uvulars
The consonant system of this dialect has the following 
uvular phonemes: a voiceless fricative /x/, a voiced
fricative /y/ and a plosive /q/, which is voiceless.
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To establish the phonological status of the above 
uvulars we would have to investigate such oppositions as: 
/x/ f h !
/x/ f /q/
h !  f /q/
43. /x/ Its phonological status in relation to the other
uvulars can be demonstrated from the following 
oppositions:
43.1. /z/ f /y/












1(my) maternal u n c l e ’,
’I h a v e ’.
’r a g s ',
’pitcher'.
’by the w a y ',
'I said’.
’monster, ogress, bug, strange 
animal (nursery language)', 
’milk, buttermilk (nursery 
language)’.
’he had sexual intercourse’, 
’he gave a gift of money 
to the bridegroom during his 
wedding ceremony'.
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/xx/ / /qq/ 
/axxam/
/aqqam/
'on you (feminine singular)', 
'there he is I (form used 
when addressing a w o m a n ) '. 
'Oh my (maternal) uncle'.', 
'here I a m * .
'to be washed away by rain 
(soil) ' ,
'place, s e a t ' .
'room',
'expression used when insul­
ting a person male or female 
by showing them one's middle 
finger (cf. ayam "here is 
for you.' (to a woman)", 
ayas "idem (to a man)")'.
44. /y/
h !  / /yy/
The existence of the opposition /y/ / /yy/ is
shown by such pairs as:
/yas/ : 'he h a s ',
/yyas/ 'to kill a sheep or a cow;
to slaughter'.
Its phonemic status in relation to the other
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uvulars can be determined on the basis of the 
following oppositions:
44.1. /y/ f /q/
/Y/ t /q/
/yaG/ : 'to help /yaG/: 'read it')',
/qaG/ : 'there he is'.
/ayas/ : 'take this',
/aqas/ : 'I introduce you to
/ (nn)iy/ : 'I sai d ',
/(dd)iq/ : 'lack of room'.
44.2. /y/ ^ /x/
Refer to the opposition /x/ ^ /y/ in 43.1. above.
45. /q/ That there is a phonological opposition between 
non-geminate /q/ and geminate /qq/ is shown by 
the existence of such pairs as:
/q/ f /qq/
/qa(G)/ : 'there he is',
/qqa(s)/ : 'to taste'.
/aqam/ : 'here is',
/aqqam/ : 'expression used when insulting
somebody male or female by 
showing them one's middle 
finger'.
The phonemic status of this segment in relation to 
the other uvulars has been established by the 
oppositions given in 43.2. and 44.1. above.
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0. The Pharyngals /h/ and /e/ and the Glottal /h/
The consonantal system of the dialect of Ajdir has a 
voiceless pharyngal fricative /h/, a voiced pharyngal 
fricative /e/ and a single glottal fricative /h/ which 
is v o i c e d  . To establish the existence of these 




46. /h/ The phonological opposition that exists between
non-geminate /h/ and geminate /hh/ is demonstrated 
by such pairs as:
/h/ ^ /hfr/
/ha(z)/ : 'to chase',
/hha(n)/ : 'to cover; to protect'.
/iha(z)/ : 'he chased',
/ihha(9)/ : 'he hid'.
The phonemic status of this pharyngal in relation 
to its voiced counterpart can be witnessed from 
the oppositions that follow:






'to h i d e ' ,
'y e t '.
'he was careful with ...; 
he took care o f ',
'he repeated something; 




46.2. /h/ / /h/ 
/h/ / /h/ 
/ha(3)/
/ha ( z) / 
/aha(lak)/
/aha(kus)/
'to g o , to leave', 
' to look \
'to h i d e ',
' to r a g e '.
'I w i s h ',
1 o n e '.
47. / e/ The phonemic status of /e/ in relation to its 
voiceless counterpart /h/ and the glottal /h/ 
can be determined from the oppositions that 
follow:
47.1. /e/ f /h/
Refer to the opposition /h/ / / e/ in 46.1. above.






’y e t 1,
1 to r a g e ’,
'a famous battle during the 
Rif War (1921-26), during 
which the Spanish army was 
defeated by the men of 
Abdel K r i m 1,
'one s h o e '.
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48. /h/ The phonological status of /h/ in relation to 
/h/ and /c/ has been established by the oppo­
sitions given in 46.2. and in 47.2. above.
P. Schwa
I have not been able to find in the system of Ajdir 
a single example in which schwa contrasts with any other 
phoneme. Therefore as far as my system is concerned 
schwa is not phonemic. And since nobody has produced
satisfactory rules for predicting it, I will be writing 




Unlike the situation in the English language, stress 
in the dialect of Ajdir does not appear to be phonemi- 
cally pertinent, but to be rather a function of the 
syllabic structure of the word. That is to say the 
stress is predictable from the syllabic structure of 
the word and cannot therefore be phonemically per­
tinent .
In this Chapter I will not be discussing the question of 
sentence stress, but only word stress. In order to 
demonstrate that word stress is predictable in this dia­
lect, I will consider all the possible syllabic struc­
tures and determine where the stress falls in each one 
of them. Nevertheless, I would like to point out two 
things: firstly, throughout this work stress has been
determined on a purely auditory basis, secondly, although 
I have not been able to work out all the insertion rules,
I have not found a single example of a minimal pair dis­
tinguished only by the presence or absence of schwa; 
therefore it is to be assumed that schwa is not a phoneme.
The following syllabic patterns are found Cfor the sake 
of completeness I have included monosyllabic patterns, 




e.g. s : ’to e a t ',
z : 'to leave (it) ' .
Where the consonant is a plosive, a schwa is 
inserted either before or after it, e.g. gw 
[agW or gWa ] : 'to knead bread'. Stress falls
on the consonant where this is a fricative and 
on the accompanying schwa when it is a plosive.
2. Pattern C:
e.g. ss : 'to eat',
V V
zz : 'to leave (it)'.
When a plosive, a schwa is inserted before or 
after it, e.g. kk [^kk or kka] : 'to drop by'.
Again stress falls on the consonant when fricative 
and on the schwa when plosive.
3. Pattern C^C2
A schwa appears to be always inserted between 
and C 2 .
e.g. nay : 'to k i l l ', 
say : 'to b u y ' , 
zan : 'to sleep',
nas : 11 , m e '.
Stress always falls on the schwa.
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4. Pattern C:C
A schwa is always inserted after C:
e.g. qqan ’to shu t ; to t i e ',
ddaz 'to b e a t ',
ddam ' to b i t e ',
ttaz 
• ♦ • ' exclamation of disapproval'
V v
ggBY ' to l i c k ',
ddan 'to call for prayer.
The stress falls on the schwa.
5. Pattern CC:
A schwa is always inserted between C and C
1 to feed',
' to s t andT,
'you (m. sing.)'.









1 h e a r t ',
'to d r ess', 
'flour!.
The stress falls on the vowel
7. Pattern V C :
e .g . uff : 'to s w e l l ',
'o n e ',
'h o r n '.










1 to d r i n k ’, 
'to y a w n 1,
'towards 1.







The stress falls on the vowel.
1 this w a y ' ,
'to forget’,
1 to s e e ’,
’to liv e ',





' to get d r u n k 1, 
' to m e e t ',
'to s t ain'.
The stress falls on the vowel.
11. Pattern CC:V
Where C is a plosive there may be a schwa between 
it and C:
e.g. qamma : 'to gamble',
sffa : 'to whistle'.
The stress falls on the final vowel even if there 







'to h a n d ’,
'long time a g o ', 
’to be b o r n ’.
The stress falls on the vowel.
13. Pattern C:VC
e.g. ssaz : ’to p l o u g h ’,
ddin : 'religion’,
ssuq : 'souk, m a r k e t ’.
The stress falls on the vowel.
14. Pattern CVC:
e.g. zumm : 'to f a s t ’,
. vv
sizz : 1 to p e e p '.
The stress falls on the vowel.
15. Pattern VCC
There always appears to be a schwa between the 
two consonants:
e.g. u3am : ’f a c e ',
a3af : 'to e n ter’,
iram : animal skin'.
The stress falls on the initial vowel.
16. Pattern VC:C
A schwa appears to be always inserted between C: 
and C
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e.g. adday : 'armpit1, 
annay : ’p a l a t e ’.






'to carry a person piggyback’, 
'to s a y ’.





'he is baking bread',
’neighbour'.




19. Pattern C 1C 2C 3
1 2
A schwa is inserted in some cases between C and C
2 3
and in other cases between C and C . The choice 






’to spend the n i g h t ’, 
’to m a r r y ’,
’to w o r k ’.
The stress always falls on the schwa.
20. Pattern C C :C
A schwa is always inserted after C:
e.g. sqqar : ’to slap',
smva9 : 'to lean',
sggsm : 'to greet’.
The stress falls on the schwa.
21. Pattern C 1C 2C:
1 2
Schwas are always inserted before C and after C
e.g. “3rq3dd: 'height',
Brbaqq: 'l i c e ', 
arlradd: 'Sunday'.
The stress appears to fall on the last schwa.
22. Pattern C:CC
e.g. ssae8 : 'luck'.
The stress appears to fall on the schwa.
23. Pattern VCVC
e.g. ifis : 'jackal', 
ayir : 'arm',
a8an : 'intestines'.
The stress appears to fall equally on both vowels
24. Pattern VC:VC
y




The stress appears to fall equally on both vowels
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25. Pattern VCCV
e.g. asfa : 'medicine1,
asya : 'p lough',
amza : 1 sickle'.
The stress appears to fall equally on both vowels.
26. Pattern VCC:V
e.g. aqmma : 'gambler',
y v
aqssa : 'scabhead',
azmma : 'flute player'.
The stress appears to fall equally on both vowels.
27. Pattern CVCV
e.g. qabu : 'walking stick',
sa0o : ' roofbeam',
xafi : 'on me'.
Both vowels appear to be equally stressed.
28. Pattern CVC:V
e.g. zzuya : 'to drag, to haul'.
The stress appears to fall on the last vowel.
29. Pattern CVC:V
e.g. sakku : 'bisac',
sammu : 'cushion',
ninni : 'sleep.' (nursery language)'.
The stress appears to fall on the last vowel.
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30. Pattern CVC:C
e.g. sig|a9: ’to frighten'.
The stress appears to fall equally on the vowel 
and the schwa.
31. Pattern CCVC
e.g. 9so0 : 'verse of the Koran',
9mit : ’bellybutton',
9yat : ’ g o a t 1.
The stress falls on the vowel.
32. Pattern C:CVC
V V
e.g. ssmat : 'coward’,
ssram : 'greetings’.
The stress falls on the vowel.
33. Pattern CC:VC
\f
e.g. fttus : 'woman's name', 
ellus : 'man's name'.
The stress falls on the vowel.
34. Pattern VCCC
e.g. aw0am : 'male, s o n ' .





The stress appears to fall equally on the vowel 
and the schwa.
1 2  3 4
36. Pattern C C C C
1 2
A schwa is always inserted between C and C and
3 4
between C and C ,
e.g. raeqar : 'mind; thinking',
ramnae : 'something solid and reliable'.
Both schwas appear to be equally stressed.
37. Pattern C:C1C 2C 3
A schwa is always inserted after C: and between
? 3
(T and C ,
V
e.g. ss93has : 'to make laugh
ssamras : 'to make marry'.
The stress appears to fall equally on both schwas.
38. Pattern C 1C 2C 5C:
e.g. ramq^ss : 'scissors'.
The stress appears to fall equally on both schwas.
39. Pattern CVCCV
e.g. 9anda : 'l a k e ',
3amza : 'ogres s 1.
The stress appears to fall equally on both vowels.
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40. Pattern C:VCCV
e.g. ttabra : 'table1.
U  0 •
The stress appears to fall on the first vowel.
41. Pattern CVCC:V
e.g. 9imssi : 'fire; heat',
9 isqqa : ’ shares ' .
The stress falls equally on both vowels.
42. Pattern CVC:CV
e.g. 9azzra : 'running'.
The stress falls equally on both vowels.
43. Pattern CCVCV
e.g. 9sira : 'molars; hand querns; sandals'.
The stress appears to fall on the first vowel.
44. Pattern C:CVCV
e.g. sswari : 'panniers1.
The stress appears to fall on the first vowel.
45. Pattern CC:VCV
e.g. hlladi : 'man's name',
qllala : 'man's nickname'.
The stress appears to fall equally on both vowels.
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46. Pattern CCVC:V
e.g. 9rimma : ’knife and blades sharpener', 
9simma : ’cement’.
The stress appears to fall equally on both vowels.
47. Pattern V C 1C 2C 3V
A schwa appears to be always inserted between 
and C 2
e.g. amaqsa : ’irrigation d i t c h ’,
amasme : ’n a i l ’.
The stress appears to fall equally on the two 
vowels.
48. Pattern VCCC:V
e.g. aqnanni : ’rabbit’.
The stress appears to fall equally on the schwa and 
the two vowels.
49. Pattern CVCVC
e.g. mizi9 : ’sweet’,
9aza9 : 1fig s ’.
The stress appears to fall equally on both vowels.
50. Pattern C:VCVC
e.g. zzitun : ’olives, olive trees’,
V v .
ssitan : ’S a t a n ’.
Both vowels appear to be equally stressed.
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51. Pattern CVC:VC
e.g. 9ammo0 : 'land, country, homeland',
9awwo0 : 'd o o r '.
Both vowels appear to be equally stressed.
52. Pattern VCCVC
e.g. abrur : 'penis',
amzir : 'blacksmith'.
Both vowels appear to be equally stressed.
53. Pattern VCC:VC
e.g. abssun : 'vagina',
ahssun : 'idem’.
The stress appears to fall equally on both vowels
54. Pattern C 1C 2C 3VC
1 2
A schwa is always inserted between C and C . 
e.g. maseu9 : 'man's name',
racyub : 'defects'.
The stress appears to fall on the vowel.
55. Pattern CrCCVC
A schwa is always inserted after C: 
e.g. ssanduq : 'box',
V
ddabriz : 'bracelet' .




e.g. 3rbggu3 : 'acorn1.
The stress appears to fall on the vowel.
57. Pattern C 1C 2C 3C 4V
A schwa appears to be always inserted between





'to r e s t ',
' to c u r e '.
The stress appears to fall equally on the schwa and 
the vowel.
58. Pattern VCVCV
e.g. azi3a : 'eagle'.
All three vowels appear to be equally stressed.
59. Pattern VCVC:V
e.g. anuffa : 'act of hiding',
azannu : 'be e t l e '.
All three vowels appear to be equally stressed.
60. Pattern CVCCC
e.g. buhb3r : 'life',
3abs3c : 'o nions'.




e.g. ssiyb30 : ’man's nickname'.
The stress appears to fall on the vowel.
62. Pattern C 1VC:C2C 3
A schwa appears to be always inserted after C: 
e.g. 3amm3nd : 'armpit',
3add^x0 : 'honey',
3 iss3s0 : ' flea.' .
The stress appears to fall equally on the vowel 
and on the schwa.
63. Pattern CVCC:C
V
e.g. 3ayzz3c : 'cutlet'.
The stress appears to fall equally on the vowel 
and the schwa.
64. Pattern C 1C 2C 3C4V
2
A schwa appears to be always inserted between C 
and C 3 ,
e.g. msarqa : 'to meet',
ms3b3a : 'to leave each other'.
The stress appears to fall equally on the schwa and 
the v owel.
65. Pattern V C 1C 2C 3V
A schwa appears to be always inserted between 
and C 2
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e.g. amanzu : 'the youngest s o n 1,
anabSu : 'summer',
as3ndu : 'churning of milk'.
The stress appears to fall equally on the schwa 
and the two vowels.
66. Pattern CCCCC
e.g. ngayz3m : 'to twist an ankle'.
Both schwas appear to be equally stressed.
67. Pattern CrCCCC
e.g. ssansarc: 'chain, necklace'.
Both schwas appear to be equally stressed.
68. Pattern CCVCC
e.g. 3ris0 : 'saddle'.
The stress falls on the vowel.
69. Pattern C 1C 2VC:C3




* to s p i t 1,
'to k i l l ',
'to stamp on wet soil and make 
mud out of i t '.





e.g. SbozBtt : ’w i n d o w ’.
• •
The stress appears to fall equally on the vowel 
and the schwa.
71. Pattern V C 1C 2C 3C 4
A schwa appears to be always inserted between C 4 
and C 2 and between C 3 and C 4
e.g. arahbaG : ’place in the market where wheat,
barley, maize, etc. are sold', 
arBhmaG : 'blessing',
asBnqBs : 'unsweetened t e a ’.
The stress appears to fall equally on both schwas.
72. Pattern CCCVC
e.g. maneas : 'next year'.
The stress falls on the vowel.
73. Pattern CCCCV
e.g. armBnsa : 'saw'.
The stress appears to fall equally on the schwas 
and the vowel.
74. Pattern V C 1C 2C 3V C 4
A schwa appears to be always inserted between C 4
and C 2
e.g. ayBybub : 'hair',
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aqabqab : 'one slipper',
ayambub : 'face'.









All three vowels appear to be equally stressed
76. Pattern VCVCVC
e.g. asarig : 'l i e ', 
axariq : 'idem'.
All three vowels appear to be equally stressed,
77. Pattern VCVC:VC
e.g. a3ubbiz : 'first',
aquzzie : 'backside'.




’sugar po w d e r ',
'w o m a n , w i f e ', 
'relatives; tribesmen' 

















msuruh : • «
Both vowels appear
82. Pattern CCVC:VC








'evening; n i g h t 1, 
'broom',
' patient woman', 
o be equally stressed.
'The Day of Judgement', 
'frog',
'begging'.
o be equally stressed.




to be equally stressed.
'cap',
'pillow'. 
to be equally stressed.
'man's n a m e ',
'woman's n a m e ',
'd o g 's n a m e ’.
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The stress appears to fall equally on the schwa 
and the vowels.
84. Pattern CCCVC:V
e.g. baneuzza: ’man's n a m e ’.
The stress appears to fall equally on the two 
vowels.
85. Pattern CVCVCC
e.g. 9a9und : 'f a t ',
9a9of0 : ’w o o l ’.
Both vowels appear to be equally stressed.
86. Pattern CVC:VCC
e.g. 9aqqeh0 : ’p a t c h ’,
9azzas0 : 'winter'.
Both vowels appear to be equally stressed.
87. Pattern CVCVCV
e.g. 9uka3a : 'theft',
9ayaxa : 'plough'.
All three vowels appear to be equally stressed.
88. Pattern CVCVC:V
e.g. 9isumma : 'pillows'.
All three vowels appear to be equally stressed.
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89. Pattern C ^ C ^ c V c 5







't o e ’.
The stress appears to fall equally on the vowel 
and the schwa.
90. Pattern CVCC:CC
e.g. 9irtt3s0 : 'the small finger1.
The stress appears to fall equally on the vowel 
and the schwa.
91. Pattern V C 1C 2V C 3C4





1 r o a d s ’.




92. Pattern V C 1C:VC2C 3
A schwa appears to be always inserted between 
and C3
e.g. ibzzi9an : 'urine',
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isqqiran : ’slaps’, 
imzzuy3n : ’ ear s ’.t •
The stress appears to fall equally on the vowels 
and the schwa.







The stress appears to fall equally on the vowel and 
the schwa.
94. Pattern C 1C 2C 3C4V C 5
A schwa appears to be always inserted before and
2 3
between C and C ,
e.g. 9rm9smas : ’apricots',
Brmaftah : 'key',
arqandir : ’oil lamp'.
The stress appears to fall equally on the schwas
and the vowel.
95. Pattern CC:CCVC
e.g. bnnaeman : 'poppy flower'.
The stress appears to fall equally on the schwa and 
the vowel.
96. Pattern CCCCCC







The stress appears to fall equally on the schwas.
Pattern CVCCCV
e.g. Sasgya : ’riverbed'.
The stress appears to fall equally on both vowels
Pattern VCVCVCV
e.g. ayarabu : 'ship',
iyaruba : 'ships'.
All the vowels are equally stressed.
Pattern VCVCCVC
V . V
e.g. abaqziz : 'cockroach'.
The stress appears to fall equally on all the 
vowels.
Pattern CVCVCVC
e.g. halawat : 'candy',
9amazag : 'bitter'.
All three vowels are equally stressed.
Pattern CVCVC:VC
e.g. 9anunnat : 'cooking*.
All three vowels are equally stressed.
Pattern C1V C 2C 3C4C 5C6
2





3 4 5and C and between C and C ,
e.g. 9ah?nd3s0 : 'prickly pears',
9ax39mas0 : 'big k nife',
9asBbn3s0 : 'woman's scarf'.
The stress appears to fall equally on the vowel
and the schwas.
Pattern CVCCVCC
e.g. 9aqzind : 'she-dog',
9 aqmund : 'kiss'.
The stress appears to fall equally on all the 
vowels.
Pattern CVCC:VCC
e.g. 9asttuf0 : 'ant',
9aeddis0 : 'stomach'.
The stress appears to fall equally on all the 
vowels.
Pattern VCCVC:VC
e.g. afqaqqaz : 'unripe figs'.
The stress appears to fall equally on all the 
vowels.
106. Pattern C 1V C 2V C 3C 4C 5
A schwa appears to be always inserted between C 






e.g. 3arumas0 : ’Christian woman',
3ayiyas0 : 'name of a plant',
yj
9arifas0 : 'Rifian woman, Rifian Berber'.
The stress appears to fall equally on the vowels 
and the schwa.
Pattern CVCVCVCC
e.g. 3anuqif0 : 'small hole'.
All the vowels are equally stressed.
Pattern CVCCCCC
e.g. 3iy3z3and : 'name of a plant'.








The stress appears to fall equally on the vowels 
and the schwas.
111. Pattern C 1V C 2C 3C 4V C 5
2






e.g. 9azaebuc : 'small bag',
9aq3sme0 : 'chin',
9ahay9o0 : 'sheepskin'.




e.g. swasway : 'in a while; slowly',
9 zizwit : 'bee r.
All vowels appear to be equally stressed.
Pattern VCCVCCC
V
e.g. imzah93n : 'holy warriors'.
The stress appears to fall equally on the vowels 
and the schwa.
Pattern V C 1V C 2V C 3C 4










The stress appears to fall equally on the vowels 
and the schwa.
115. Pattern CVCCrVCV
e.g. muhmmadi : 'man's n a m e 1.








e.g. 3izizwa : 'bees',
3anufra : ’hiding; hide and s e e k 1.
All the three vowels appear to be equally stressed.
Pattern CVCVCC:V
e.g. 3abaymma : ’kind of bug'.
The stress appears to fall equally on the three 
vowels.
Pattern CCCCVCC
e.g. "arkaswiyaO: 'a cloth covering a coffin'.
The stress appears to fall equally on the schwas 
and the vowel.
Pattern VCCCVCC
e.g. ixarxaran : 'kind of bracelets'.
The stress appears to fall equally on the vowels 
and the schwas.
Pattern CVCCVCVC
e.g. 3iqrabin : 'baskets',
3imyarin : 'women',
3ineasin : 'money'.
All vowels appear to be equally stressed.
121. Pattern CVCCrVCVC





9izmmaein : ’words, utterances’.
All vowels appear to be equally stressed.
Pattern CVCCVC:VC
V V
e.g. 3aqmizzat : ’s h i r t ’.
The stress appears to fall equally on all the 
vowels.
Pattern VCCCVCVC
e.g. iy8z9 isan : 'roofbeams; r i b s ’.
The stress appears to fall equally on the vowels 
and the schwa.
Pattern C 1V C 2C 3C4V C 5C6
A schwa appears to be always inserted between
2 3
C and C
e.g. 9ayanzas0 : ’spoon’,
9amasmas0 : 'apricot tree*,
9as9fsaf0 : ’eucalyptus t r e e ’.
The stress appears to fall equally on the two
vowels.
Pattern CVCVCVCC
e.g. 9asiyaf0 : ’summer c r o p s ’.









e.g. 3amazzas0 : 'teats'.
All the vowels appear to be equally stressed.
Pattern CVCCVCCV
e.g. Sanfisra : 'small window*.
The stress appears to fall equally on all the 
vowels.
Pattern V C 1V C 2C 3V C 4C 5
A schwa appears to be always inserted between 
C 4 and C 5
e.g. imiyziwan : 'small worms found in the
excrement of human b e i n g s ' , 
ifa3riwan : 'branches', 
ibayriwan : 'crows'.




The stress appears to fall equally on the vowels 
and the schwa.
Pattern CVCCVCCC
e.g. 9atsaeas6 : 'kind of rifle'.















e.g. ixbaziyan : 'spies'.
The stress appears to fall equally on the vowels 
and the schwa.
Pattern CVCVCCVC
e.g. 3iraswin : 'sort of a net used for carrying
crops and grass'.
The stress appears to fall equally on the vowels.
Pattern CVCVCCCC
e.g. 3azasras0 : 'kind of bird'.
The stress appears to fall equally on the vowels 
and the schwa.
Pattern CVCVCCCV
e.g. 3ubuharya : 'madness'.




e.g. 9iboza0in : 'windows',
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Bifunasin : 'cows1,
Bizitunin : ’olive trees’.
All vowels appear to be equally stressed.
137. Pattern CVCVCrVCVC
e.g. Bimazzayin: 'teats’.
All the vowels appear to be equally stressed.
138. Pattern CVCVCVC:VC
e.g. Bizabiyyin: 'carpets'.
The stress appears to fall equally on all the 
vowels.
139. Pattern C 1V C 2C 3C 4V C 5V C 6
A schwa appears to be always inserted between 
C 2 and C 3
e.g. Bimayriwin: 'wedding ceremonies',
Biyamriwin: ' corners',
Bimasmasin: 'apricot trees'.
All the vowels and the schwa appear to be equally 
stressed.
140. Pattern CVCCC:VCVC
e.g. Big^zannayin: 'women from Gzennaya, in
Northern Morocco'.




e.g. bu3zBwrax9 : ’man’s nickname’.




The stress appears to fall equally on the vowels 
and the schwas.
The stress appears to fall equally on the vowels 
and the schwa.
144. Pattern CVCCCVC:VC
e.g. 3iqsriyyin : ’small pots'.
The stress appears to fall equally on all the 
vowels.
145. Pattern CVCCVCVC
e.g. 3itsueay : ’rifles’.







The stress appears to fall equally on the 
vowels and the schwa.
147. Pattern CVCCVC':VCC
e.g. 9aftattas0 : 'piece of meat'.
All the vowels appear to be equally stressed
148. Pattern CVCVCCVCVC
e.g. 9isumea0in : 'candles'.
All the vowels appear to be equally stressed,
Conclus ion
From the above material it can be seen that for any given 
pattern the stress seems to be regular. Where only full 
phoneme vowels are present these would all appear to 
carry equal stress. Where schwas have been inserted 
the situation is perhaps rather more complicated, and in 
the absence of schwa insertion rules it is not possible 
to make a precise statement; however it appears abun­
dantly clear that word stress is not phonemic in this 
dialect and that there is therefore no need to indicate 
it in the orthography.
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CONCLUSION
As I stated in the introduction, the devising of a system 
for committing an unwritten language to writing must to 
some extend depend upon the experience gained from its 
use in practice. However, any such system must be largely 
phonemic. Other authors: R. Basset (1897), Fr. P.
Sarrionandia (1905), E. Biarnay (1917), A. Basset 
(*1938), Renisio (1932), Fr. E. Ibanez (1947), have committed
various Rifian dialects to writing using in the process a
variety of transcriptions. None of these authors however 
has first carried out a phonemic analysis of the type we 
have attempted so that their transcriptions must be con­
sidered to be to some extent at least impressionistic. 
Furthermore, considerations of interdialectal historical 
relationship, and even of historical relationship with 
other Berber languages, have clearly played a role in the 
orthographies adopted. We have ourselves tried to mai n ­
tain a strictly synchronic approach which we believe to















ittaw he flies; he speeds up while running
or driving 
ituha0an clan in the Rif
i9a nowadays





































1 Z  Z U
is sa3
he said to him 
mine
he mounted a horse, a mule, etc.
he is tired of sitting; he is very










he spread out the carpet 
name








he bought enough wheat, barley and 
maize to meet the consumption of his 































he hid him; he did not betray him
gall-bladder
excrement
he kissed; he visited the tomb of 
a saint 
he planted it 
he moans
he made noise while playing
he pressed it
he got hungry
he woke up; he stood up
he is baking bread
he insulted
field
exclamation of disgust on smelling
something unpleasant or on seeing
something outrageous
he had sexual intercourse
kind of bracelets
boats
he gave a gift of money to the bridegroom 




he was careful with; he took care of 
























o h ! , used when trying to attract the
attention of a person
exclamation meaning: "look what you
have done" or "go away"
term used by a pe r s o n ’s maternal
relatives to refer to him and his
brothers
what a lucky person I am 
moon

















a9yaf he will find
a9yaf he will grill
a9yas he/it will land
a9ya z he/it will break
a9yuff he/it will swell up
a9af to enter
a9sayid get closer to me, become my neighbour
atas a lot





amwa like this one; calf
amzir blacksmith
amziw• a person who eats a lot; ogre (mythii
character of the Rifian folktales)
amriwan eyelashes


















































clear the way! (said to a female) 
alf a
The Rif, a Berber speaking area in 
Northern Morocco 
hair (of m a n ) ; feathers 
my alfa
place in the market where wheat, 
barley, maize, etc. are sold 




aruf elevated area in a room used for
storage









asfa medicine (also asfd)
asandu churning of milk
asanqas unsweetened tea










asyani he will beat
asbe long robe with sleeves worn by men
and women 
asffa thief














































the fact of dragging oneself
yoke
van
the act of joining the army
property
meat
landmark; stones indicating the
limits of an estate
rags
room
Oh my (maternal) uncle I 
lie
here I am 
here is
expression used when insulting a male 
or female by showing them o n e ’s 
middle finger
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aqa3as pair of wool cards
aqwe fence









ahray milled wheat, barley or maize
ahraw buttermilk mixed with wheat, barley




aeigiw filthy dirty person


























he got dressed 
bee
he gave it back
What a lucky person I am/
Oh God!
he added; he increased the number 
or the amount; he overwhelmed a 


















he climbed; he went upstairs 
he stole 
he is taller 
he prayed 
he tasted








he did not write
he did not study; he did not read;
he is not educated















bba9 to relieve oneself (also ba9)
bubbu water (nursery language)
bu9zawrax0 m a n ’s nickname
buqllal village north of Taza in Northern
Morocco
buhbar life
bandidi m a n ’s name
bnnaeman P°PPy flower




fafa to look for
faxita w o m a n ’s name
faq to wake up
fa3 to sweep (also ffa3)
furu thread
fttus w o m a n ’s name
ffay to go out
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t
titti sit down!(nursery language)
tta to beg
ttu to forget
tuzin name of one of the tribes of the
Rif, ast tuzin
d
diddi (1) sore, wound, blood or something
that hurts and causes pain 
(nursery language);
(2) a warning given to a child, "do 
not do such and such a thing 
otherwise you will be punished 









0a this one (addressing a female)
0arab to roof a house

















































9aya that is all




9abaymma kind of bug
9afrigg?s0 swallow







9ama0 beard (diminutive form)










Sanqqat sugar powder falso
3arif-as0 Rifian woman; Rifian Berber




3assu0 carpets, blankets and pillows










3az3ebuc small shoulder bag
3asiyaf0 summer crops
3aso0 verse of the Koran
3as®ysas0 kind of bird ( also 9 a s a y S 3$Q)
3asbba0 patient, woman
3asafsaf0 eucalyptus tree




3ayw ggat w o m a n ’s belt












Sara she gave back
3ubuharya madness
3uka3a theft






Srimma knife and blades sharpener
3simma cement
















ttaz exclamation expressing indignation,
reproach and disgust (also ltdzz.)
ddiq lack of room
dar to hurt
ddaq to refrain from talking to a person











mmar to show; to advise; to supervise
to teach
magga kind o£ bird











m3seu9a d o g ’s name
V V
m3ss to eat meat off the bone




to mount a horse 
goodwill
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sleep (nursery language) 
straight 
I said
to get used to 
to grow old 
woman's name 
to stain
I, me (also W S S )
to twist an ankle 
to kill
nif ri of the grotto
nizan of the flies
nn iy za of the river
nu9ra of the mountain
numya of the notable of the tribe
?nW be cooked ! ( also
nnW iy I am tired of sitting; I am hot
and very restless because of the lack
of action 






























letter of the alphabet
it is not 
playing; game




hunger ( a b o  raz)
this hunger (also
y
wait (also raza) 
good deed 
female owner of 
far
place, seat ( also f3<j) 







































something solid and reliable 
a person who never smiles 
glass
piece of cloth of very good quality
bought by the members of a community


















litah fight between shepherds from different
clans






raz hunger (also raz)
5>














sax to be washed away by the rain (soil)
su to drink





sbuzzae to kill• »
V V
sbuggae to stamp on wet soil and make
mud out of it
ssamrBs to make marry
ssanduq box
snna9 to lean
s?ns to spend the night
ssansarc chain; necklace
s3kk to send





























olives, olive trees 
long time ago 
by the way
name of a mountain and a gorge on
the border between Gzennaya and Beni





in front of, in the front
glass
to pray
name of a medicinal plant (also zuyy) 
to grow tall 
to rest
to sort bad grains from wheat, 
barley and maize
_s
ss eat! (also s)
ssiyb90 man's nickname
v v „ssitan Satan
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V V . T
ssiy I ate
ssa order shouted to a donkey to make
it stop
sawa to consult (also
ssa0 defend yourself I; fight!; hit back!
V V
ssaz to plough







sam you (fem. sing.)
san to straighten
zz leave (it)! (also z)
vv
zziy I left someone or something behind
V V
zzawi incense
zawa to copulate (said of animals), {also iL a w a j
zarab to try










ssa to hide a person; to keep a secret
ssaf change
ssay to burn






















V  V  y  v
ssa t o f i l l  (also ssa)
• •
V V
ssa9 to become a Koranic teacher at a
• • •
cantonal mosque































kara to read the Koran over and over and
memorize it 
karru cart













xam on you [fern, sing.)
xari (my maternal) uncle
xaxa to feel exhausted
xabus man's nickname
x3dm to work



























to study; to read 
read it I
to give a gift of money to the bride­





sit in front of me 
there she is 
there he is 
there is so and so 
to taste
candy (nursery language) 
to have sexual intercourse 
bucket
make love to her 




qrr a call used to chase away cows and
calves, etc. to prevent them from 
eating something
hhan to cover; to protect
halawat candy
haz to chase
has a woollen towel-like garment that
women wear over their head and the
rest of their body
hawar be careful with; take care of
• 9
hlladi man's name«
eawnayi help me !
ca3 yet
cara to uncover




, V  v> ^ >/
hazuz u mazuz 
hwa
to rage
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